The sedimentological expression of transgression–regression cycles upon aeolian–marine margins
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Abstract
When compared to their temperate coastal counterparts, sediments deposited and preserved along arid aeolian to shallow-marine margins remain relatively poorly understood, particularly at the scale of lithofacies units and architectural elements. These systems often record evidence for relative sea-level change within sedimentary basins. This work focusses on the Entrada–Curtis–Summerville formations that crop out in central eastern Utah, USA, and provides a detailed analysis of the aeolian Moab Member of the Curtis Formation (informally known as the Moab Tongue) that was impacted by cycles of marine transgressions and regression in the late Jurassic. This study utilises photogrammetry, sedimentary logging and sequence-stratigraphical analysis techniques. Results indicate that four short-lived transgressive-regressive cycles are preserved within the Moab Member, followed by a broad regressive event recorded at the transition between the Curtis and Summerville formations. These cycles relate to changes in the relative sea level of the Sundance Sea and the deflation and expansion of the neighbouring aeolian dune field. During periods of normal regression, marine sediments displayed evidence of tidal and wave action, whereas the continental domain was characterised by growth of the aeolian system. However, when regression occurred within optimal physiographic conditions such as a restricted, semi-enclosed basin, and at sufficient magnitude to outpace erg expansion, this acted to shut-down bedform development and preservation. A rapid restriction of aeolian sediment availability and the inability of the dune field to recover resulted in the formation of deflationary sandsheets, arid coastal plain strata and contemporaneous shallow-marine deposits that are starved of wind-sourced sediments. This study highlights how a rapidly developing high-magnitude regression can lead to the overall retraction of the erg. Deciphering the evolution and sequence stratigraphical relationships of arid aeolian to shallow marine margins is important in both understanding environmental interactions and improving the characterisation of reservoir rocks deposited in these settings.
1 | INTRODUCTION

Many aeolian successions comprise vast and apparently homogeneous deposits, documenting millions of years of geological time, which is recorded within both the preserved successions and by the unconformities that separate them. Aeolian systems are subject to both allocyclic and autogenic forcing, when these systems interact with neighbouring fluvial, lacustrine and marine margins complex interbedded successions of aeolian, alluvial, lacustrine, coastal and shallow-marine deposits are produced (Al-Masrahy & Mountney, 2015; Kemp et al., 2017; Langford, 1989; Mountney & Jagger, 2004; Pettigrew et al., 2020, 2021; Priddy & Clarke, 2020, 2021; Rodriguez-López, 2008).

Continental erg systems have been studied extensively (Bagnold, 1941; Carr-Crbaugh & Kocurek, 1998; Clemmensen & Blakey, 1989; Crabaugh & Kocurek, 1993; Hunter, 1977; Jerram et al., 2000; Kocurek, 1991; Kok et al., 2012; Mesquita et al., 2021; Mountney, 2012; Mountney & Thompson, 2002; Peterson, 1988; Porter, 1986; Rodriguez-López et al., 2014; Wilson, 1972; Yu et al., 2021) and are known to deposit and preserve clastic sandstones, many of which possess favourable reservoir qualities. When identified within the subsurface, these can be indicative of hydrocarbon and sedimentary geothermal reservoirs and can provide opportunities for the development of carbon capture, utilisation and storage (Chedburn et al., 2022; Sass & Götz, 2012; Scorgie et al., 2021; Taggart et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2018). However, there are comparatively fewer studies focussing on the relationships between erg systems and surrounding coeval marginal environments (Rodriguez-López et al., 2013, 2014). Early work focussed on the sedimentary facies observed within the contemporaneous aeolian-marine environments, along with their spatial relationships (Chan, 1989; Loope, 1981) and sedimentary architecture (Fryberger, 1984; Huntton & Chan, 1987). Later work considered autogenic controls within aeolian-marine margins, such as the influence of a fluctuating water table on accumulation and architecture of coastal aeolian systems (Crabaugh & Kocurek, 1993; Kocurek et al., 2001), whereas, more recent studies have interpreted the aeolian-marine deposits in a sequence stratigraphic context and focussed on the complex influence of allocyclic controls, such as climate and sea-level change on the deposits (Campos-Soto et al., 2022; Jordan & Mountney, 2010, 2012; Rankey, 1997; Wakefield & Mountney, 2013). Therefore, a detailed study on the interactions between marine margin and continental depositional processes has the potential to improve predictive sedimentary models. This is especially important in the context of reservoir modelling as the spatial distribution of freshwater and basin geometries is controlled by a combination of the sedimentological complexity of arid coastal margins and associated highly variable topography (Kocurek et al., 2001; Rodríguez-López et al., 2020) created by the influence of mudstones and other tidally influenced or marginal fine-grained facies that often act as baffles and/or barriers to flow (Chandler et al., 1987, 1989; Henares et al., 2014; Svendsen et al., 2007).

The Entrada–Curtis–Summerville succession exposed in south-eastern Utah documents the evolution of an arid coastal erg system that interacts with a neighbouring shallow sea. The Curtis and Summerville formations were, respectively, deposited within, and next to, a narrow seaway that extended from the Sundance Sea during the Oxfordian Age (Caputo & Pryor, 1991; Kreisa & Moila, 1986; Wilcox & Currie, 2008; Zuchuat et al., 2018 and references therein), in which tidal resonance (Collins et al., 2018) temporally developed during periods of optimal physiographical conditions (Zuchuat et al., 2022). During phases of amplified tidal forces, autogenic processes have the potential to overprint the stratigraphical signature of autocyclic processes (Zuchuat et al., 2019b). The sedimentary deposits of the Moab Member of the Curtis Formation represent clear examples of such complex palaeoenvironmental settings, and illustrate the potential implications associated with correlating tide-dominated shallow-marine and dry aeolian successions. Therefore, to investigate the complexities within such environments, this study will: (i) characterise and further understand the interactions of depositional processes at both local and regional scales, (ii) redefine the understanding of facies interactions upon aeolian to shallow-marine margins, (iii) decipher sea-level fluctuations across an aeolian to shallow-marine margin at local and regional scales, and (iv) compile the results into a sequence stratigraphical framework for aeolian-marine margins.

2 | GEOLOGICAL SETTING

This study details the sediments of Upper Jurassic Curtis and Summerville formations (sensu Gilluly & Reeside., 1928) of the San Rafael Group in southwestern Utah, USA (Figure 1B,D; Doelling, 2001; Doelling
FIGURE 1  (A) Map of the study area, documenting the localities taken across the study area. Locations where a drone survey was conducted is indicated with a drone symbol. Top right contains a map of the United States of America, the state of Utah and the study area highlighted within. (B) Schematic lithostratigraphic column showing correlation between late Triassic and Jurassic deposits between Central Utah and Northern New Mexico (after, Zuchuat, et al., 2019a, 2019b). (C) Logs and locations taken across the study area. (D) Representative field photograph showing the relationship between formations analysed by this study.
et al., 2015). The sediments of these formations were deposited in a marginal marine setting, with a warm, arid, aeolian coastal system bordered by a shallow sea (Caputo & Pryor, 1991; Lucas, 2014; Lucas & Anderson, 1997). The Moab Member of the Curtis Formation comprises deposits of a coastal erg which developed at the south-eastern edge of a NNE–SSW-oriented retro-arc foreland basin, known as the Utah–Idaho Trough (Bjerrum & Dorsey, 1995). During the Late Jurassic, the foreland basin was periodically flooded during the south-easterly expansion of the Sundance Sea (Anderson & Lucas, 1994; Brenner & Peterson, 1994; Caputo & Pryor, 1991; Danise et al., 2020; Danise & Holland, 2017, 2018; Imlay, 1952, 1980; Kreisa & Moila, 1986; Pipiringos & O'Sullivan, 1978; Thorman, 2011; Wilcox & Currie, 2008; Zuchuat et al., 2018, 2019a, 2019b, 2022).

Directly underlying the Entrada Formation, two shallow-marine lithostratigraphic rock units are recognised in the study area, the Carmel Formation and the Curtis Formation (Figure 1B). The older of these two units is the Middle Jurassic Carmel Formation (Gilluly & Reeside, 1928), which is predominantly composed of limestone and evaporites deposited as the Carmel Sea transgressed over the arid continental Temple Cap Formation during the Callovian Age (Doelling et al., 2013). The Dewey Bridge Member comprises well-stratified reddish to brownish aeolian and sabkha deposits equivalent to the marine Carmel Formation (Fossen, 2010). The stratigraphic relationships created by the marine Carmel Formation and the continental Temple Cap along a northern embayment of the Sundance Sea (Doelling et al., 2013) in the Middle Jurassic bears a striking resemblance to the marine Curtis Formation and continental Moab Member/Summerville Formation that followed.

The overlying continental Entrada Sandstone Formation (Figure 1B, D; Gilluly & Reeside, 1928) was deposited under arid conditions following the regression of the Carmel Sea until the subsequent flooding of the area by the Curtis Sea (Carr-Crabaugh & Kocurek, 1998; Crabaugh & Kocurek, 1993; Hintze & Kowallis, 2009; Peterson, 1994). The Entrada Sandstone comprises two sub-units: the wet aeolian dune deposits of the Slick Rock Member, and the peri-dune-field mottled sandstone and mud flat deposits of the informally known ‘earthy facies’ (Carr-Crabaugh & Kocurek, 1998; Crabaugh & Kocurek, 1993; Doelling et al., 2015; Mountney, 2012; Witkind, 1988) across which occasional and local terminal fluvial splays developed (Gross et al., 2022; Hicks, 2011; Jennings, 2014; Valenza, 2016). The Entrada Sandstone is capped by a regional polygenetic and heterochronous transgressive surface termed the J-3 ‘Unconformity’ (Figure 1B; Pipiringos & O’Sullivan, 1978; for discussion see Zuchuat et al., 2019a), which defines the base of the Curtis Formation (Gilluly & Reeside, 1928).

The Curtis Formation comprises predominantly siliciclastic shoreface and tidal sediments deposited during a marine transgression-regression cycle in the early Oxfordian Age (Wilcox & Currie, 2008; Zuchuat et al., 2019a, 2019b) associated with the development of the Moab Member’s coastal erg. The Curtis Formation is divided into three informal units: the lower, middle and upper Curtis. Sediments of the lower Curtis are coeval with those of the uppermost part of the neighbouring Entrada Sandstone and comprise laterally restricted upper shoreface to beach deposits, which grade-laterally into thinly bedded heterolithic subtidal deposits (Zuchuat et al., 2018). The base of the middle Curtis corresponds to the prominent ‘Major Transgressive Surface (MTS)’ flooding surface, which can be traced from the north to the south of the San Rafael Swell, and east to the Utah–Colorado border where it merges with the J-3 ‘Unconformity’ (Zuchuat et al., 2018). The middle Curtis consists of amalgamated subtidal channel sediments, sediments deposited by subtidal to intertidal dunes and tidal flat deposits. These deposits are comparatively better sorted than the underlying lower Curtis (Zuchuat et al., 2018). The upper Curtis documents the return of heterolithic, thinly bedded intertidal to supratidal deposits.

The aeolian deposits of the Moab Member have been interpreted previously as forming the uppermost member of the Entrada Sandstone (i.e. Gilluly & Reeside, 1928; Thompson & Stokes, 1970; Wright et al., 1962). However, the coastal dune deposits of the Moab Member have since been correlated to the shallow-marine middle and upper Curtis Formation (Figure 1B; Peterson, 1988; Caputo & Pryor, 1991; Doelling, 2002; Doelling et al., 2013, 2015; Zuchuat et al., 2018, 2019a, 2019b; Lockley, 2021a, 2021b). Both the shallow-marine and continental parts of the Curtis Formation display regionally extensive stratigraphic surfaces, dividing intervals consistent with 100 kyr and/or 405 kyr cycles of orbital forcing (Zuchuat et al., 2019b). The shallow-marine deposits of the Curtis Formation and the aeolian dunes of the Moab Member are overlain by the arid coastal plain deposits of the Summerville Formation (Caputo & Pryor, 1991; Doelling, 2001; Gilluly & Reeside, 1928; Lucas, 2014; Peterson, 1994; Wright et al., 1962).

3 | METHODOLOGY

Five detailed sedimentary logs were collected between the town of Moab and the eastern limb of the San Rafael Swell...
monoine (Figures 1A,C and 2), forming a roughly 60 km long west-to-east transect, with a cumulative stratigraphic thickness of ca 108 m. Logs were correlated using the combined J-3 unconformity-MTS, which is marked by an erosive contact separating a thin purple palaeosol horizon of the topmost Entrada earthy facies from the overlying Moab Member aeolian dunes (Anderson, 2015; Lucas & Anderson, 1998; Maidment & Muxworthy, 2019; Peterson & Pipiringos, 1979; Wilcox & Currie, 2008). Correlation of other key surfaces such as bounding surfaces and potential supersurfaces (sensu Kocurek, 1988) following the unconformity facilitated the identification of major high-resolution sequence stratigraphic bounding surfaces, constraining the Moab Member and Curtis Formation successions within a sequence stratigraphic framework.

Sedimentary logs were combined with high-resolution unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) photogrammetry to provide a 3D visualisation of the preserved aeolian successions. Aerial photographs were collected using a ‘DJI Phantom 4 Pro’ drone, which was flown along a horizontal axis, while allowing for 80% overlap between images at a near-parallel viewing angle (Bemis et al., 2014; Howell et al., 2021; Priddy et al., 2019). The UAV-based photogrammetry was completed at four separate localities (Figure 1A), and ground-based photogrammetry was used at Bartlett Wash due to proximity to Moab Airport and aerospace restrictions, with care taken to reduce inaccuracies in scaling and parallax error. The models were processed using ‘Agisoft Metashape™’ and interpreted using ‘Virtual Reality Geological Studio’ (VRGS) 2020 version 2.5.2.1 (Hodgetts et al., 2007). Bounding surfaces were traced and set and foreset thicknesses were measured within the aeolian successions using VRGS.

4 SEDIMENTOLOGY

From the five sedimentary logs (Figure 2), 15 facies were identified (Table 1), which relate to both subaerial and subaqueous processes. The facies have been grouped into six facies associations: sinuous-crested aeolian dune association, straight-crested aeolian dune association, aeolian

![FIGURE 2](A) Map of localities where sedimentary logging was conducted, transect line is marked. (B) Sedimentary logs at each locality, coloured by facies with the associations and assemblages represented down the left side of each log. Sedimentary structures of note are shown on the right-hand side. Where outcrops were inaccessible, the depth has been estimated and marked with a cross.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facies</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planar cross-stratified sandstones (Spx)</td>
<td>Yellow, pale cream planar cross-bedded sandstones, medium-grained and well sorted, well-rounded. At the base of the foresets, there is evidence of inverse grading of slightly coarser grains separated by fine-grained laminae. Rhizolith horizons occur along set-bounding surfaces at the base of the facies. Foresets are truncated at the top, asymptotic at the base with thicknesses ranging from millimetre to centimetre scale. Foreset bases truncate against parallel set bounding surfaces approximately 1 m apart, stacked into cosets with a maximum thickness of 1–19 m.</td>
<td>Straight-crested dune-scale bedforms migrating as dune trains. Inverse graded and fine-grained laminae represent grainflow and grainfall, respectively. Planar set bounding surfaces indicate straight-crested dune forms (Collinson &amp; Mountney, 2019; Ewing &amp; Kocurek, 2010; Hunter, 1977; McKee &amp; Weir, 1953; Trewin, 1993). Rhizolith horizons demonstrate periods of stabilisation within which vegetation can prevail upon dune slopes (Mountney &amp; Thompson, 2002).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trough cross-stratified sandstones (Stx)</td>
<td>Light grey to light pink trough cross-bedded sandstones, fine-grained to medium-grained, well sorted and well-rounded, with an average grain size of fine sand. At the base of the foresets, there is evidence of inverse grading of slightly coarser grains separated by fine-grained laminae. Foresets are truncated at the top, asymptotic at the base with thicknesses ranging from millimetre to centimetre-scale. The set-bounding surfaces truncate the tops of the foresets and meet at the base asymptotically; at outcrop scale, they have a convex or curved profile. Set thicknesses can reach up to 2 m and build into cosets no larger than 5 m.</td>
<td>Sinuous-crested dune-scale bedforms created by wind-blown sands, migrating as dune trains. Inverse graded and fine-grained laminae represent grainflow and grainfall, respectively. The trough cross-bedded nature of strata but also the curved set bounding surfaces indicate sinuosity in bedform crests (Banham et al., 2018; Crabaugh &amp; Kocurek, 1993; Hunter, 1977; McKee &amp; Weir, 1953; Mountney, 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinstripe-laminated sandstone (Pspl)</td>
<td>Light grey to reddish-brown, fine-grained, well-sorted and well-rounded sandstone. Nearly horizontal laminations with bimodal sorting (pinstripe) represent subcritical translatent strata with sporadic shallowly climbing (&lt;8°) ripple bedform laminae.</td>
<td>Wind ripples developed through rhythmic wind cycles in the lee of dunes (Fryberger &amp; Schenk, 1988; Sharp, 1963; Tanner, 1964), rhythmic sediment incursions may also be associated with the preservation of internal ripple laminae and an increased angle of climb. It is interpreted that this is recycling of grainflow deposits (Banham et al., 2018) in dune lee slope toes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undulous Sandstone (Su)</td>
<td>Red–brown, moderately sorted, very fine- to fine-grained sandstone, with sporadic lenses of argillaceous material. Undulose bed bounding surfaces define inter-and intra-facies contacts, these beds (10–30 cm thick) undulate slightly vertically with metre scale wavelengths. Mostly structureless, internally, towards the top of the facies, mottingling and water escape structures are prominent.</td>
<td>Wind-blown sediment deposited within very shallow standing water via suspension settlement (Mountney &amp; Thompson, 2002). Argillaceous material, water escape structures and mottingling are all products of depositional and diagenetic textures that indicate a high-water table during deposition. The undulose nature of bedding contacts can be interpreted as antecedent topography from the underlying facies (Desjardins et al., 2012) or induced by surface wave action (Collinson &amp; Mountney, 2019; Martel &amp; Gibling, 1991; Mountney &amp; Thompson, 2002)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 1 (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facies</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Undulous sandstone with ripple laminations (Surl)</strong></td>
<td>Dark reddish–brown sandstone of fine to medium-grain size. The grains are sub-rounded and poorly sorted with a minority of clay particles. Internally, mud lenses and mud drapes occur sporadically throughout the facies. Undulose bed bounding surfaces define inter-and intra-facies contacts, these beds (10–30 cm thick) undulate slightly vertically with metre scale wavelengths, with some small poorly preserved foresets at the base. Wave-ripple laminae are evident, sporadically, towards the top of the facies.</td>
<td>Wind-blown sediment deposited within very shallow standing water via suspension settlement (Mountney &amp; Thompson, 2002). Mud drape material suggests settling of fines within the water column onto wind-blown sands during episodic and minor flood events (Purvis, 1991). Wave-ripple lamination indicates that wind speeds across the water-air interface are sufficient to generate oscillatory wind-ripples on the sediment–water surface (Mountney &amp; Thompson, 2002). The undulose nature of bedding contacts can be interpreted as antecedent topography from the underlying facies (Desjardins et al., 2012) or induced by surface wave action (Collinson &amp; Mountney, 2019; Martel &amp; Gibling, 1991; Mountney &amp; Thompson, 2002).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structureless sandstone (Ss)</strong></td>
<td>Red–cream argillaceous sandstone that forms 30–50 m wide and 0.5–1 m thick lenticular beds that are mostly structureless. When the facies top is preserved, poorly defined discontinuous asymmetrical ripple lamination can be observed. This facies is well cemented and bleached in some areas. The lower, concave-up bounding surface is commonly erosive and contains load casts and very sporadic rip-up clasts. No observable grading</td>
<td>Episodic poorly channelised high sediment load non-Newtonian flows (Priddy et al., 2021; Priddy &amp; Clarke, 2020). Load casts at the base demonstrate rapid deposition onto a weaker substrate. Discontinuous ripples towards the top of the facies indicate waning of flow energy and sediment load, enabling lower flow regime deposition of minor bedforms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parallel-laminated siltstone (Stpl)</strong></td>
<td>Poorly consolidated, red–brown, poorly sorted, moderately rounded mud to siltstone interbedded with parallel laminated mudstone. At top of the facies, there is minor mottling and occasional poorly preserved vertical burrows. Minor evidence of cross cutting gypsum veins and nodules</td>
<td>Suspension settling upon a flat surface. The mottling and burrowing are indicators of minor vegetation and habitation of deposited areas (Desjardins et al., 2012; Gradziński &amp; Uchman, 1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parallel-laminated Gypsisol (Pgpl)</strong></td>
<td>Brown to red in colour, poorly sorted, moderately rounded siltstone, Bkt horizon showing dark banding with minor mollotting, some very thin gypsum lined horizontal lamination. Centimetre scale nodules of gypsum seen at the top of the horizon. By horizon, abrupt-smooth top bounding surface with By-Bkt horizon, pervasive satin-spar gypsum precipitation along parent laminations. Basal horizon, Bky is a nodular gypsum horizon with gypsum-filled slickensides, top bounding surface is abrupt-wavy</td>
<td>Suspension settlement within calm shallow water creating parent sedimentary facies. Well drained gleyed vertic Gypsisol, deposited in an arid climate (Desjardins et al., 2012, Mack et al., 1993). Precipitation of evaporitic material from saline waters with mild illuviation of clay minerals in Bkt top horizon and lower Bky horizon (Tabor et al., 2017). This suggests periodic draw down of the water table, given the extensive presence of gypsum, the dominant process of draw-down is evapotranspiration. Vertic textures are produced by the high rate of evapotranspiration, leading to rapid shrink-swell contrasts (Milroy et al., 2019).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continues)
### TABLE 1 (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facies</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ferrallitic Grey sol (Pfg)</td>
<td>Pale cream, poorly sorted, poorly consolidated sandstone with red/brown mottles throughout. Structureless, with no evidence of bioturbation and rooting. Grey concretions along the base of the facies. Due to its mottled appearance and nodular surface texture composed of amorphous sesquioxides, this facies is colloquially termed the ‘popcorn facies’ within the literature (Zuchuat et al., 2019a, 2019b)</td>
<td>Gleysol developed through fluctuating water table, not controlled by evapotranspiration, but the migration of interstitial waters leading to gleying and illuviation (Desjardins et al., 2012; Mack et al., 1993; Tabor et al., 2017). Quiescent periods of drainage lead to the development of amorphous nodular growth and mottled oxidation (Buol &amp; Eswaran, 1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel-laminated inversely graded siltstone (Sli)</td>
<td>Siltstone, inverse graded into very fine-grained sandstone towards the top of the unit. Parallel laminated with small fluctuations in grain size between laminae. Grains are well-sorted and well-rounded and form beds of uniform thickness. Contacts between beds are typically poorly consolidated</td>
<td>The grain size and contacts between the beds are strong indicators of suspension settlement within shallow-moderate depth water (Flemming, 2011). The difference in grain size suggests rapidly fluctuating energy levels or calibre of sediment falling out of suspension (Collinson &amp; Mountney, 2019). However, the general reverse-grading trend also implies an increase in energy upwards, associated with a decrease in water depth or increase in flow speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel-laminated sandstone (Spl)</td>
<td>Pink, very fine-grained sandstone that is well-sorted and moderately well-rounded. The grain size coarsens upwards from very fine-grained at the base to fine-medium sand at the top. Beds typically thicken upwards, mostly parallel laminated internally. Facies are typically 1 m thick showing parallel bedding with slightly undulose contacts between the beds</td>
<td>Tractional laminations formed by turbulent flow at the limit between lower and upper flow regime. The reverse grading and thickening of the beds upwards implies a decrease in flow depth or increase in flow speed therefore increasing the transport capacity of the flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wave-ripple-laminated sandstone (Srpl)</td>
<td>Light grey, moderately sorted, moderately well-rounded, very fine to fine-grained sandstone. Uniform lamination turning into irregular interfingerling ripple lamination, with evidence of bundled up-building and chevron style up-building. Variable directional asymmetrical ripple strata commonly juxtaposing one another, with undulating lower boundary sets and offshoot draping foresets. Some flame structures can be seen sporadically, although often relatively small (mm) in scale. There are also clear foresets that can be seen intersecting within the ripples themselves</td>
<td>Wind action acting upon a water surface forms eddies which act upon suspension settled sand beds causing the ripple formation to gradually propagate upwards (Raff et al., 1977; Collinson &amp; Mountney, 2019), creating wave ripples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavy-beded sandstone (Swb)</td>
<td>Light grey, moderately sorted, moderately well-rounded very fine to fine-grained sandstone. Irregular undulous lamination with poorly preserved asymmetrical ripple forms. Siltstone laminations are present over ripple top bounding surfaces and basal set surfaces, preserving as siltstone in an undulous and wavy fabric</td>
<td>Alternations of mud and sand reflect regular but long term (weeks to months) energy level variations in a lower flow regime setting (Allen, 1984), under which sinuous-crested ripples were migrating through tractional reworking of sediment (lower flow regime) (Baas et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
sand sheet association, supratidal flat association, intertidal flat association and subtidal to intertidal flat association (Table 2). A combination of the six facies associations describe sediments in three depositional facies belts, including a coastal aeolian dune field (CADF), a coastal plain and a tide-dominated shallow marine margin.

4.1 Facies associations

4.1.1 FA1 sinuous-crested dunes facies association

This facies association comprises tabular bodies with laterally extensive planar basal and upper bounding surfaces. Trough cross-beded sandstones (Stx), arranged into 1–5 m thick sets with convex-up set bounding surfaces, comprises 95% of the association. Sweeping, asymptotic foresets comprise couplets of 3–10 cm thick, reverse-graded, fine to medium-grained sandstone with millimetre-scale very-fine-grained laminae, with a dominant transport direction towards the east. Toesets comprise pinstripe-laminated sandstones (Spsl) with the tops of the foresets truncated by the set bounding surfaces. The sets are arranged into 5–8 m thick cosets depicting similar transport directions and style of climb.

Sets of Stx with couplets of fine to medium-grained inverse graded sandstone and very fine-grained laminae represent the deposits of sinuous-crested wind-blown bedforms migrating by the processes of grainflow and grainfall (Banham et al., 2018; Crabaugh & Kocurek, 1993; Mountney, 2012). The presence of pinstripe-laminated sandstones along the dune toesets suggests strong winds, or at the very least winds with sufficient energy for traction to dominate in the lee of dune bedforms (Kocurek, 1991).

4.1.2 FA2 straight-crested dunes facies association

This facies association is characterised by tabular bodies up to 5 m thick, with laterally extensive planar basal and upper bounding surfaces. The majority of the association comprises planar cross-beded sandstones (Spx) arranged into 0.5–1 m thick sets with low-angle planar set bounding surfaces. Sweeping, asymptotic foresets comprise couplets of inversely graded medium-grained sandstone with millimetre-scale very-fine-grained laminae, interbedded with finer-grained pinstripe laminated sandstones (Spsl). Spsl is also observed climbing up the toesets with the tops of the foresets truncated by the set bounding surfaces. Rhizoliths are sporadically preserved along the foresets, which when present are typically located towards the top of planar cross-beded sets. The sets are arranged into 3–5 m thick cosets depicting a similar eastward transport direction and style of climb.

This association, comprising stacked planar cross-beded sandstones (Spx) with low-angle planar laterally extensive bounding surfaces, is interpreted to be the deposits of straight-crested aeolian dunes, which migrated...
### TABLE 2  
Facies association descriptions and interpretations for the Curtis–Summerville successions exposed in the study area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facies association</th>
<th>Constituent Facies</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
<th>Facies Belt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sinuous-crested dunes (FA1)</td>
<td>Stx, Spsl</td>
<td>Tabular bodies composed of trough cross-bedded sandstones (Stxs) stacked into sets (1–5 m), that interfinger with thin deposits of pinstripe-laminated sandstones (Spsl). Set surfaces are convex-up with relatively planar coset surfaces that extend beyond the outcrop</td>
<td>Aeolian sinuous-crested dunes, given the pervasive deposition of grainfall and grainflow strata combined with the convex-up geometry of set bounding surfaces (Banham et al., 2018). Wind ripples along dune toesets suggest winds with sufficient energy for traction to dominate in the lee of dune bedforms (Kocurek, 1991)</td>
<td>Coastal aeolian dune field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straight-crested dunes (FA2)</td>
<td>Spx, Spsl</td>
<td>Tabular bodies composed of planar cross-bedded sandstones (Spx) stacked into sets with low-angle planar bounding surfaces. Cosets are up to 5 m thick, with coset bounding surfaces that are extremely planar and low angle extending laterally beyond the outcrop. Rhizoliths are sporadically identified along foresets, towards the top of sets</td>
<td>Aeolian straight-crested dunes, given the pervasive deposition of grainfall and grainflow strata combined with the planar geometry of set bounding surfaces (Mountney &amp; Thompson, 2002). Wind ripples along dune toesets suggest winds with sufficient energy for traction to dominate in the lee of dune bedforms (Kocurek, 1991). Rhizolith development on foresets and towards set tops indicates primitive vegetation on the dune lee and dune crests</td>
<td>Coastal aeolian dune field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand sheet (FA3)</td>
<td>Su, Spsl, Stx, Pfg</td>
<td>Thick sheet-like bodies with planar to undulose bounding surfaces, dominated by undulose sandstones (Su) and sporadic occurrences of trough cross-bedded sandstone (Stx) and pinstripe laminated sandstone (Spsl). Towards the top of the succession, a ferric gleysoi is seen (Pfg)</td>
<td>Sand sheet facies formed by being starved of sediment due to fluctuations in the water table (Mountney &amp; Jagger, 2004). Fluid escape structures in the undulous bedded sandstones and illuviation of a ferric gleysoi, suggest a high water table, but minor trough cross-beded sandstones of aeolian origin suggest periods of low water table and sediment starvation</td>
<td>Coastal aeolian dune field to coastal plain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supra-tidal flat (FA4)</td>
<td>Spl, Ss, Stx, Pgpl, Stlpl</td>
<td>Tabular bodies of parallel-laminated siltstones and sandstones (Stlpl &amp; Spl) and erosionally based structureless sandstones (Ss) comprise the majority of the association, with isolated occurrences of trough cross-stratified sandstones (Stx) and a single occurrence of planar-laminated gypsisol (Pgpl) at the top of the association</td>
<td>Arid supra-tidal flat occasionally flooded by the sea. Parallel-laminated siltstones and sandstones were deposited by suspension settling of wind-blown particles, with trough cross-stratified sandstones representing the migration of isolated, sinuous-crested dunes. Occasional structureless sandstones with a concave-up and erosive base represent channelised flash deposition of high sediment loads (Zuchuat et al., 2019a, 2019b). Evaporites indicate a high water table and sufficient exposure to have drawn down by evapotranspiration</td>
<td>Coastal plain to tide-dominated shallow marine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
by the combined processes of grainfall and grainflow (Collinson & Mountney, 2019; Ewing & Kocurek, 2010; Trewin, 1993). Pinstripe laminae along dune toesets suggests the winds had sufficient energy for traction to dominate in the lee of dune bedforms (Kocurek, 1991), and rhizolith development on foresets and towards set tops indicates primitive vegetation on the dune lee slope and dune crest.

4.1.3 | FA3 sand sheet facies association

This facies association is characterised by laterally extensive sheet-like bodies with planar upper and lower bounding surfaces and a dominance of undulose bedded to structureless sandstones (Su & Ss) with extensive mottling and fluid escape structures. Trough cross-bedded sandstones (Stx) and pinstripe laminated sandstones (Spssl) are intermittently interbedded throughout the association with a typically mottled, poorly consolidated sandstone (Pfg) present at the top of the succession.

This association is interpreted as the deposits of a sand sheet formed by a lack of sediment availability, inhibiting bedform development. This is probably the result of fluctuations in the water table from being below to above the sediment surface, reducing the local availability of sediment being transported (Kocurek & Havholm, 1993; Kocurek & Lancaster, 1999; Mountney & Jagger, 2004). Undulose bedded sandstones with extensive fluid escape structures are interpreted as reflecting periods of high water table conditions that led to the illuviation and formation of a ferric gleysol (Pfg). The presence of trough cross-bedded sandstones indicate some localised sediment availability to develop singular aeolian bedforms at the sediment surface. However, the lack of bedform trains suggest an overall sediment-starved regime.

4.1.4 | FA4 supratidal flat facies association

This facies association comprises tabular bodies with planar bounding surfaces containing centimetre to decimetre-thick interbedded, parallel-laminated mudstones, siltstones and sandstones (Sltpi & Spl) with sporadic mottling, poorly preserved burrows and cross-cutting gypsum veins, which accounts for 80%–90% of the association. Lenticular beds of structureless sandstones with concave-up, often erosive basal surfaces (Ss), load casts and very sporadic rip-up clasts also present, along with isolated occurrences of decimetre to metre-scale trough cross-bedded sandstones (Stx) and a single occurrence of a red–brown planar-laminated gypsisol (Pgpl) at the top of the association, containing laminated, nodular and satin spar gypsum.
This association is interpreted to be the deposits of an arid supra-tidal flat. A fluctuating water table is further evidenced by red–brown siltstones in which gypsum precipitated, and a gypsisol developed, that are particularly prevalent in the uppermost units of the association. Parallel-laminated siltstones and sandstones represent suspension settling of wind-blown particles, with the decimetre to metre-scale trough cross-stratified sandstones interpreted as the migration of isolated, sinuous-crested dune forms over this area of suspension settlement. Occasional structureless sandstones with an erosive base represent channelised flash deposition of high sediment loads (c.f. Zuchuat et al., 2019a, 2019b), which have, in some places, been turbulent enough to rip-up deposits of parallel-laminated siltstone.

4.1.5 | FA5 intertidal flat facies association

This facies association is composed of planar-laminated siltstones (Sltpl) interbedded with undulous sandstones with ripple laminations and sporadic mud-draping (Srl), often overlain by well-consolidated wavy-bedded sandstones with sporadic siltstone laminations (Swb), interbedded with 20–50 cm thick discontinuous rippled siltstone (Srpl) facies. Towards the top of the facies association parallel-laminated siltstones (Slti) inversely grade into very fine grained sandstones, interbedded with planar-laminated sandstones (Spt).

This association is interpreted as the product of intertidal flat sedimentation produced by tidal fluctuations in water level (Kvale, 2012). The relatively sandstone-rich nature of the intertidal flat may be attributed to the sediment being derived from the dune field. Initial undulose sandstones represent wind-blown strata onto a rising water table forming wave-ripple bedforms that are sinuous and out-of-phase. As the tide continues to rise, inversely graded siltstones (Slti) (with regard to laminae thickness) mark rising water levels whereby suspension is the dominant means of deposition (Zuchuat et al., 2018). Towards the top of the succession sandstone-prone facies dominate, leading to the development of sandstone intertidal flat type facies whereby planar-laminated sandstones are deposited under upper flow regime conditions.

4.1.6 | FA6 subtidal to intertidal flat facies association

This facies association is sandstone-dominated, and consists of tabular bodies of unidirectional ripple to herringbone cross-stratified sandstones (Shcs), often overlain by parallel-laminated, inversely graded siltstones (Slti), grading into centimetre to decimetre-thick parallel-laminated sandstones (Spl). Towards the top of the association, alternating intervals of wavy-bedded (Swb) and flaser-bedded (Sfb) sandstones with single and double mud draping on ripple forms, and centimetre to decimetre-thick symmetrical ripple-cross-laminated sandstones (Srpl) are abundant.

The occurrence of ripples and parallel-stratification testify to an environment oscillating between lower and upper flow regimes, while the tabular nature of the strata indicates that the processes are homogeneous and active over a large area. The double and single mud drapes on the foresets of the wavey and flaser-bedded ripples and dunes of this facies association develop during periodic, short-lasting periods of low flow velocity (Baas et al., 2016; Reineck & Wunderlich, 1968; Sato et al., 2011), which, coupled with the bidirectionality of the herringbone cross-stratified sandstone reflecting regular current reversals, suggest deposition in a subtidal to intertidal environment (Phillips et al., 2020; Zuchuat et al., 2018), in which oscillatory currents occurred as a secondary process. The regular alternation of flaser and wavy beds is interpreted as the reflection of neap and spring tide-like cycles (Allen, 1984; Tessier, 2022). The resulting heterolithic wavy strata deposited during lower energy neap tide periods (as compared to higher energy flaser-bedding deposited during spring tides) is often more argillaceous and contains smaller bedforms.

4.2 | Facies belts

4.2.1 | Coastal aeolian dune field

This facies belt comprises sinuous-crested aeolian dunes, straight-crested aeolian dunes and sandsheet associations. Three types of aeolian dune cosets have been identified: low-angle climbing straight-crested dune cosets, small low-angle climbing sinuous-crested dune cosets and large low to moderate-angle climbing sinuous-crested dune cosets, which decrease in size and sinuosity towards the aeolian-marine margin. All of these cosets have large-scale flat to extremely low-angle coset bounding surfaces that are discordant with underlying set, and foreset bounding surfaces and are typically lined with rootlets that penetrate up to 20 cm in a sub-parallel manner. In all coset types, the toesets of the dunes overlying the set-bounding surfaces show an abrupt contact and, in most cases, do not preserve the antecedent topography of the underlying dune sets.
The small low-angle climbing sinuous-crested dune cosets typically occur near the base of the facies belt, and contain dune sets that are ca 0.1–1 m thick, progressively increasing in thickness upwards, with set bounding surfaces often displaying changes in the angle of climb (Figure 3). The larger, low to moderate-angle climbing, sinuous-crested dune cosets occur in the middle to upper portion of the coastal aeolian dune facies belt, and contain dune sets that are ca 0.5–3 m thick, again displaying a progressive increase in thickness upwards, with undulatory set-bounding surfaces (Figure 3). Finally, the low-angle climbing straight-crested dune cosets occur in two places within the facies belt: at the very base of the facies belt underneath the small sinuous-crested dunes, and towards the top of the facies belt, above the larger sinuous-crested dunes (Figure 3). They contain dune sets that are ca 1–2 m thick and have set-bounding surfaces that are planar to very low angle. The uppermost association within the facies belt comprises predominantly sandsheet associations with minor sinuous-crested aeolian dune associations. Blue–grey isolated gleysol facies, often with yellow staining permeating into the underlying units, are observed sporadically towards the top of the facies belt.

**Interpretation**

This facies belt is characterised as a coastal aeolian system, due to its spatial stratigraphic position (Caputo & Pryor, 1991; Doelling, 2002; Doelling et al., 2013, 2015; Lockley, 2021a, 2021b; Peterson, 1988) and proximity to coeval coastal plain and shallow marine environments. Sedimentological evidence supporting this interpretation is indicated by the presence of extensive aeolian dune development and the lack of preserved interdunal facies relative to the presence of substantial rooted and palaeosol horizons (Mountney, 2012). The abrupt contact between overlying dune toesets and underlying dune deposits indicates a lack of reworking at the sediment surface, and could be attributed to dry dune migration and climb. However, due to the described palaeosols and rooting, this is more likely to be indicative of a damp substrate (Mesquita et al., 2021; Mountney & Thompson, 2002). Rhizolith development on coset-bounding surfaces suggests sub-aerial exposure for an amount of time sufficient for the development of vegetation and stabilisation of the dune field (Bullard, 1997; Loope, 1988).

The small sinuous-crested dunes, aggrading at a low angle of climb, are interpreted as immature dune
development and the initiation of bedform trains (Mountney, 2006a, 2012). The gradually increasing angle of climb to the small sinuous-crested dunes, together with increasing set thickness up succession, indicates the increasing maturity of the dune train development. The presence of larger sinuous-crested dunes suggests more sediment was available to promote the development of greater aggradational angles and set thickness preservation (cf. Cosgrove et al., 2022; Mountney, 2006a, 2006b, 2012). The spatially discordant nature of the set surfaces indicates the joining, and cannibalisation of juxtaposing sinuous-crested dune forms, suggesting the potential development of compound dune morphologies. The development of straight-crested dunes indicates a lower sediment availability than that of the sinuous-crested dunes. However, with dune sizes and angles of climb being sufficient to preserve climbing metre-scale sets, dune train maturity must be inferred as a key process in their formation, in addition to relatively low sediment availability conditions (Kocurek & Havholm, 1993; Mountney, 2006a, 2006b, 2012). The sandsheet associations present at the top of the facies belt indicate a reduction in sediment availability for bedform development and deflation of aeolian dunes (Kocurek & Lancaster, 1999). The basal bounding surface of the sandsheet association potentially marks a deflationary surface due to the presence of rooting and some isolated palaeosols. The gysol at the top of the sandsheet association may indicate a high water table for a sustained period of time allowing interstitial waters to illuviate the host sediment, producing a palaeosol (Lizzoli et al., 2021).

4.2.2 | Coastal plain (COPL)

This facies belt is dominantly composed of the supratidal flat association, with subordinate interbeds of intertidal flat and sandsheet associations, uniformly alternating between each with a relatively consistent thickness. The facies belt comprises poorly consolidated but laterally extensive, parallel-laminated mudstones and siltstones. Rare, isolated dunes and thick lenses of structureless sandstones, characterised by a concave upward erosive base often with load casts and a sharp, flat, top surface are also present. Gypsisol is common at the top of the facies belt, with frequent laminae, nodules and veins of gypsum present in the west of the study area.

Interpretation

The facies belt is characterised as an arid coastal plain assemblage that reflects a transition away from an intertidal flat into a supratidal flat, with a decrease of tidal energy in a landward direction. This facies belt shows a widespread flat area, dominated by wind-blown sediments that lack bedform development. Thick deposits of erosive and structureless sandstones show evidence of storm event type influxes of sediment alternating with the thin laminated siltstones deposited as suspension settlement during periods of quiescence. Within this environment, deposits influenced by tidal forces occur sporadically, and represent only significant events that cause local sea-level to expand far enough inland, typically during extreme storm events (Kumar & Sanders, 1976; Storms, 2003). The gypsisols present near the top of the facies belt indicate a degree of water table draw-down via evapotranspiration within an arid saline environment (Andeskie et al., 2018; Jordán et al., 2004; Pettigrew et al., 2021).

4.2.3 | Tide-dominated shallow-marine margin

The facies belt comprises the supratidal flat, intertidal flat and subtidal to intertidal flat associations, with the intertidal to supratidal flat associations commonly forming the top of the facies belt, conformably overlying the subtidal to intertidal association. The base of the facies belt comprises wave-ripple laminae, double and single mud drapes on ripple sets, and herringbone cross-stratification of the subtidal to intertidal flat zone (Figure 4). The overlying intertidal to supratidal zone depicts the dominance of typical tidal facies such as wavy and bi-directional flaser bedding (Figure 4), along with a dominance of single mud drapes. Bioturbation is commonly observed, predominantly in the form of vertical burrows, which are absent in the other facies belts. The bedload sediments of this facies belt have a relatively uniform grain size and are of a similar calibre to the sediments of the coastal dune field facies belt.

Interpretation

This facies belt is interpreted as a tide-dominated shallow-marine margin (TDMM) and is gradually and conformably overlain by the intertidal and supratidal deposits of the coastal plain facies belt. The generation of herringbone cross-stratification, single and double mud drapes, bi-directional flaser bedding, and wavy bedding indicates a flow regime of alternating energy (Bradley et al., 2018; McCrory & Walker, 1986; Rahman et al., 2009). Additionally, wave indicators preserved in the system suggest an efficient and consistent tidal reworking of such deposits (Olivero et al., 2008). The presence of flaser and wavy bedding occurs in relatively uniform grain sizes, indicating that the sediment source is relatively unimodal and well-sorted. This, coupled with the similarity between bedload-dominated
facies grain size and the dry aeolian system, makes it a probable source of sedimentation. Burrowing trace fossils within this facies belt suggests a relatively calm environment with limited wave action (Yang et al., 2005). This is also indicated by the limited amount of scour observed within the facies belt, indicating a somewhat sheltered tide-dominated marine margin. It is possible that perennial fluvial system discharge variability in fully fluvial or estuarine settings could produce cyclical bedforms and sedimentary structures, not unlike the ones observed in this facies belt (Martinius & Gowland, 2011; Reesink & Bridge, 2011). However, the lack of such perennial fluvial systems preserved in the rock record, coupled with the abundance of tidal indicators such as bidirectional current ripples, double and single mud drapes and tidal bundles (Kreisa & Moila, 1986), along with a physiography that can generate very amplified tidal currents (Zuchuat et al., 2022), indicates that tidal processes played an important role in the deposition of this facies belt.

5 | DEPOSITIONAL MODEL OF THE CURTIS–SUMMERVILLE AEOLIAN-MARINE MARGIN

5.1 | Spatial interaction of the Curtis aeolian-marine margin

The Moab Member of the Curtis Formation is interpreted to be deposited within a dry-damp aeolian environment, which interacted with a tide-dominated shallow-marine margin setting (Figure 5A; Peterson, 1988; Caputo & Pryor, 1991; Doelling, 2002, Doelling et al., 2015; Zuchuat et al., 2018, 2019a, 2019b). The CADF comprising dunes and sand sheets is best-observed in the Bartlett Wash outcrop to the east of the study area (Figure 6), where the thickest measured section is also observed (Figure 2).

The percentage of aeolian deposits gradually decreases towards the west, eventually becoming completely absent.
west of Duma Point, where the aeolian deposits are replaced with shallow-marine deposits (Figure 5B). It is also evident that the aeolian system becomes generally wetter, moving from the eastern Bartlett Wash towards the west of the study area to the western Duma Point localities, where the dune field deposits pinch out and only sand-sheet deposits are observed (Figure 5A).

The coastal plain facies belt corresponds to the Summerville Formation. To the east of Duma Point, the COPL sharply overlays the aeolian dunes (CADF), however, to the west of Duma Point the contact with the underlying tidal deposits (TDMM) west of Duma Point is conformable (Figure 1). The establishment of the coastal plain facies belt in the distal reaches of the continental system indicates a high water table and the deflation of the aeolian system. This may show that the coastal plain deposition is a result of the aeolian system directly interacting with the tide-dominated shallow-marine system. Evidence of the interaction between the aeolian system (both coastal plain and aeolian dune field facies belts) and the tide-dominated shallow-marine is best observed at the facies scale, with relatively constant and similar grain sizes observed in the deflated aeolian system, and the intertidal flat association. This suggests the reworking of aeolian material by tidal currents, creating a boundary that is difficult to distinguish between the two environments, further enhanced by the very low-gradient of the studied system (Wilcox & Currie, 2008; Zuchuat et al., 2019b).

5.2 | Temporal evolution of the Curtis–Summerville aeolian to shallow-marine margin

5.2.1 | Temporal evolution of terrestrial facies

Four parasequences depicting the evolution of the terrestrial aeolian deposits have been identified, along with three types of aeolian dune cosets and a sandsheet
association within the CADF facies belt, indicating four distinct phases of dune field development and decline (Figure 7). The initial phase of dune field development (phase 1) is evidenced by isolated, small, low-angle climbing sinuous-crested and rare straight-crested dune sets, representing the initial migration of small dunes and dune trains with low sediment availability. The second phase of dune field development (phase 2) is characterised by large, low to moderate-angle climbing sinuous-crested dune sets, representing the development of more mature and larger sinuous-crested dunes. The third phase of dune development (phase 3) is evidenced by low-angle climbing straight-crested dune sets, which often overlie the sinuous-crested dunes. This represents the migration of straight-crested dunes and dune trains, where there has been a possible reduction in sediment availability, and the inability of the basal set surface to be scoured to form pits associated with sinuous-crested dune forms. These cosets of differing dune types are punctuated by large-scale bounding surfaces (coset bounding surfaces) that are discordant with underlying set geometries, the succession of preserved dune associations are then overlain by sandsheet associations, indicating further reduction in sediment availability (phase 4; Figure 6). Each coset shows a typical sediment availability profile, which is evidenced by the upwards changes in the aeolian sediments of the Moab Member. This succession therefore indicates that in the purely aeolian portion of the studied deposits there are four relative water table rises that bound each phase, and which separate the assemblage into four intervals (Figure 6).

The coset bounding surfaces occur over 10 km and can be considered as flooding and deflation surfaces of limited spatial extent. These surfaces could represent supersurfaces (sensu Kocurek, 1988). However, to use such a definition in this study would require a wider regional scope, inclusive of Moab Member dune successions to
the north and south of the study area. Supersurfaces can represent the shutdown of sediment availability and the deflation of underlying dunes as they become sediment starved (Kocurek, 1988; Kocurek & Havholm, 1993; Mountney, 2006a). The relative sea-level indicators of these surfaces within the aeolian-shallow marine margin environment are largely defined by the presence of rhizoliths (indicating the presence of vegetation) and immature palaeosols. These coset bounding surfaces could therefore represent a more regional surface representing deflation induced by a water table rise.

5.2.2 | Temporal evolution of the shallow-marine margin

There are two associations that comprise the shallow marine portion of the Curtis Formation, the more distal subtidal to intertidal flat overlain by the more proximal intertidal to supratidal flat, indicating a progradation associated with a shallowing-upward (Catuneanu, 2006). This progradational pattern occurs twice within the marine margin, and each progradational cycle is bound by a marine flooding surface that punctuates the marine margin succession. These sequences show characteristics of relative sea-level shallowing between each sequence within the tidally dominated margin and therefore form a gross progradational geometry indicative of regression.

As the system continued to regress, the shallow marine deposits transition to the overlying coastal plain assemblage of the Summerville Formation. It should be noted that the shallowing observed within the shallow marine sediments is much more gradual, with one environment grading into another, contrary to the sharp bounding surfaces and rapid regression seen within the preserved coastal aeolian succession.

**Figure 7** Phases of dune growth at each locality. Phase 1 is represented in blue, Phase 2 in green and Phase 3 in yellow. Underlying and overlying deposits of Entrada Formation and Coastal Plain assemblage are marked accordingly. (A) Three phases of dune growth at 1: Bartlett Wash. (B) Three phases of dune growth at 2b: Dubinky Well, note the relative thickness of phase 1 is decreased; however, the thickness of phase 2 has increased compared with 1: Bartlett Wash. (C) Phases of dune growth at 3: Duma Point Transition 1, note that this is the closest locality to the margin and here only one phase of dune expansion is evident.
5.3 Transgression and regression in aeolian-marine transitional settings

The Curtis–Summerville system can be subdivided into six spatially and temporally linked parasequences, divided by five time surfaces showing a complete transgressive-regressive (T-R) cycle, from a maximum transgressive surface datum at the base of the middle Curtis Formation (Figure 6). The nature of transgressions and regressions in such margins is simply documented as the landward or basinalward temporal dislocation of depositional environments. This study, however, shows how transgressions and regressions of relative sea level affect the individual depositional environments and how contemporaneous marginal transitions are influenced by such controls (Figure 8). This section attempts to establish a high-resolution sequence stratigraphic framework for the succession based upon the sequence composition and sequence bounding time surfaces.

Regresional parasequence sets in arid continental margin settings are typically dominated by aeolian dune field expansion. It is well documented that dune field expansion is related to increasing maturity and sediment availability (Mountney, 2006a, 2012). However, when minor transgressions occur, it is interpreted that concurrent water table rises transpire causing minor deflation and stabilisation of the dune field as the sediment transport availability diminishes (Kocurek & Havholm, 1993). This is observed in discordant contacts and vegetation of supersurfaces. The crucial factor in parasequences preserved within regresional aeolian environments is recovery. In the Moab Member, the phase of growth after the initial supersurface shows increased sediment availability, magnitude and building, forming a progradational parasequence set comprising two parasequences. The first parasequence, associated with the increased sediment availability and the autogenic building of an aeolian system, can be observed at Bartlett Wash and Lone Mesa and is bound by time surface one (T1), a flooding surface (Figure 9). The second parasequence again shows general progradational facies changes with the general expansion of the dune field, and again is bound by a flooding surface (T2) (Figure 8). The upper surface of both these phases is punctuated by rhizoliths and the abrupt nature of the stratal contacts observed at these surfaces indicate relatively high water table conditions. It is therefore likely that these are the result of the above described smaller scale transgressive events that deflate the developing dune field for a period of time.

**FIGURE 8** Depositional environment models for the temporal translation of assemblages. T1 represents the regression of the Curtis Sea and the development of the Moab Member dune field following the major transgressive event preserved within the J-3. T2 marks continued development of the dune field, with dune size and complexity increasing with continued fall in sea level. T3 represents the point of starvation, after which the dune field begins to deflate and the coastal plain begins to expand both landward and seaward. T4 shows the inability of the dune field to recover from this high-magnitude, rapid regression, shutting down sediment supply and preserving small dune forms and sand sheets. T5 marks the final shut down of all aeolian processes in the east of the study area and the complete takeover of the coastal plain sediments of the Summerville Formation.
The T2 flooding surface represents a potentially larger scale surface hereafter referred to as the point of starvation (Figure 9) and marks the transition into the third parasequence which exhibits retrogradation where the back stepping of the aeolian dune field in the Duma Point region and the deposition of intertidal flats in the San Rafael locality is observed. The pattern of dune progression has now changed, such that the dunes decrease in size and complexity up succession, contrary to the underlying units. This suggests that it was a high magnitude regressive event that in fact outpaced sediment supply to the dune field causing the inability of the aeolian system to recover and the degradation of dune forms to a sand sheet. Parasequence four continues this pattern of retrogradation, with the aeolian system retrograding back towards Bartlett Wash and being absent in the Duma Point location. The retrogradation seen between parasequence three and four also shows the emergence of subtidal to intertidal flat associations for the first time in the San Rafael locality. Parasequence five is the final retrogradational package that depicts much of the same backstepping of facies as the underlying two parasequences (Figure 6). Overlying the retrogradational parasequence set is a distinct facies dislocation that appears across each location and is therefore regionally significant. This is the surface that marks the Curtis–Summerville boundary and is overlain by the coastal plain package (parasequence 6, Figure 9), expanding both landward and seaward with the
continued deflation of the dune field and regression of the Curtis Sea.

Consequently, during high-magnitude regressive parasequences, the interaction of aeolian systems with tidal margins becomes increasingly deflationary. During these larger scale regressions, sediment supply to the aeolian system becomes increasingly sparse and therefore leads to dune field contraction and deflation from dune field to sand flat. There may therefore be a link between sediment available for aeolian deposition (in this case demonstrated by dune field size) and the pace and scale of regression. In the coastal plain region of the marine margin, sediment availability may increase as the marine system transgresses over the dune field. This is shown in the relative uniformity of grain sizes associated with the sandsheet and supratidal flat sub-environments. This reworking of aeolian deposits lead to very poorly preserved tidal signatures, a pattern that continues into the subtidal zone.

These interpretations allow for the construction of a high-resolution sequence stratigraphic framework for the Curtis–Summerville margin. Although a traditional sequence stratigraphic approach of genetic stratigraphy is not possible for the succession, given the limited temporal nature of the studied interval, a transgressive and regressive sequence framework provides a more feasible context. An initial progradational parasequence set represents the development of the Moab Member dunes from the basal surface of the whole T-R sequence, the Maximum Transgressive Surface, equivalent to the J-3 in the study area (Set 1, Figure 9; Zuchuat et al., 2019a, 2019b). The base of the retrogradational parasequence set (Set 2, Figure 9) is marked by a regional surface referred to as the point of starvation; the surface whereby regression reaches a certain magnitude so that sediment availability is critically limited, and the dune field begins to deflate. The retrogradational parasequence set is in turn overlain by the strata of a juxtaposed coastal plain sub-environment recorded in the Summerville Formation, indicating a maximum regressive surface and the top surface of the T-R sequence (Figures 7 and 8).

6 | DISCUSSION

The aeolian to shallow-marine margin represents a somewhat sheltered environment with tidal currents dominating depositional processes in the shallow sea, efficiently reworking more sporadic bedforms that developed under occasional oscillatory current. While a preserved transition of aeolian dunes into shallow marine deposits is rare (Ahmed Benan & Kocurek, 2000; Rodríguez-López et al., 2012), the interaction between these deposits is obvious and shows a definitive aeolian-marine transition. The pinch out of the aeolian systems onto marginal marine systems has been previously studied, most notably by Rodríguez-López et al. (2012) on the Iberian Desert System, where interaction of aeolian dune-marine deposits and the preservation of aeolian dunes interacting with marine facies at the dune toesets has been described. However, within the Moab–Curtis–Summerville succession no evidence of the interactions described by Rodríguez-López et al. (2012) were found, instead a deflationary sandsheet and a relatively coarse intertidal zone is observed. This may be for several reasons. First, the presence of lagoonal environments, such as the ones observed in the Iberian Desert System and on the Qatar coastline between the main marine system and aeolian system in the zone of interaction, may help to temper the tidal influence of the marine margin impeding the complete deflation of an aeolian system. Moreover, the tidal range of these analogous systems also needs to be considered. The Persian Gulf is a microtidal seaway with a tidal range of ca 1–2 m (Lokier et al., 2015) and does not completely deflate the dune field prior to the interaction of the marine system to the subtidal zone. The Sundance Sea that deposited the Curtis Formation is a mesotidal environment with a tidal range of ca 2.6 m (see Zuchuat et al., 2022 and references therein), in addition to being in a state of tidal resonance, which could further enhance the efficiency of tidal current to rework aeolian sand. Further, this high aeolian sand-supply associated with a lack of consolidated mud tends to dissipate the tidal energy less than if consolidated mud occurs in the system, leading to overall stronger tidal currents (Gabioux et al., 2005). Note that the presence of fluid mud at the bottom of the sea would have the opposite effect, enhancing the tidal current even more by lowering the basal shear stress (Gabioux et al., 2005). The presence of an aeolian margin providing clean sand to a neighbouring tide-dominated sea could therefore help reduce the dissipation of the tidal energy, while the overall physiography of the basin in question remains the primary parameter influencing the ability of tides to propagate in a basin (Collins et al., 2018, 2021; Dean et al., 2019; Zuchuat et al., 2022). The scale of tidal influence can therefore be shown to be a critical factor in the preservation of deflationary aeolian sediments and the outpacing of sediment availability in response to marginal marine influence, and as a result can greatly affect predictions of subsurface architecture and ultimately reservoir characterisation.

The sediment calibre in the tide-dominated shallow-marine sediments and the aeolian dune system are similar. This is due to the reworking of sediment during transgression. The reworking of aeolian deposits provides
a relatively high sediment supply to the marine margin during transgression. This, in combination with the relative deflation of the aeolian dune field in the seaward direction, can make the identification of aeolian-marine stratigraphic surfaces somewhat indecipherable, especially if tidal currents are too low to generate new bedforms. Sediment supply to the aeolian system, created by the availability of mobile sediment and influenced by water table levels, can therefore be influenced, in turn, by the rate in which that water table changes. If the rate of water table rise (as affected by relative sea level) is of a large-enough magnitude and sufficient rate, it may impede the recovery of an aeolian dune field during subsequent regression. The Moab Member-to-Summerville boundary exhibits a change from deflationary dune field to a widespread supratidal flat (Figure 9). The supratidal flat strata expands both seaward and landward to overlay a subtidal to intertidal flat association in the San Rafael Swell locality and are therefore considered to be the result of a widespread regression. This defined regressive depositional environment demonstrates the second critical factor in the characteristics of an aeolian marine margin. Where normal regression occurs the Moab Member dune field can recover from small-scale reductions in sediment availability, however, as discussed, if the regression reaches sufficient magnitude and develops rapidly then the reduction in sediment availability outpaces erg expansion and therefore the environment transitions away from aeolian dune growth, into an extensive coastal plain.

7 | CONCLUSION

This study has revealed there are two critical influences on sediment deposition and preservation upon an aeolian-marine margin. First, whether a system is transgressive or regressive, and second, the scale of tidal influence. In the case of the Jurassic Curtis–Summerville succession of central Utah, the dune field has been documented to respond to changes in relative sea level by expanding within regressive settings and deflating within transgressional ones. While this relationship is intuitive, added complexities change the characteristics of this environment. These complexities were exacerbated by the direct contact between the dry aeolian dune field and the tide-dominated shallow-marine margin, in addition to the amplified tidal forces caused by tidal resonance within the Curtis Sea basin. When compared with analogues such as the Cretaceous Iberian Desert System and the modern-day Qatar coast, this raises important questions as to the tidal range necessary to completely deflate the dune-field, as seen here, or simply to affect dune morphologies, as seen in modern environments.

These complexities make identifying sequence stratigraphical boundaries and correlating across the margin somewhat challenging. This has been overcome by attributing the deflationary surfaces, linked with changes in relative sea level, to sequence boundaries, and documenting the transition between depositional environments at a T–R sequence scale.

Following the regional transgression recorded at the base of the Moab Member and the middle Curtis Formation the dune field expanded preserving two cosets increasing in sinuosity and bedform size up the succession. Following this, the system continued to regress, preserving three further dune cosets separated by bounding surfaces. Each of these surfaces marks a period of small-scale transgression, shutting down sediment availability and causing deflation. After each of these surfaces the ability of the dune field to recover decreased, until eventually, the sediment starved coastal plain assemblage dominated. Despite this pattern of regression promoting dune growth, punctuated by deflation caused by local transgression, this study notes the point of starvation is the point at which regression outpaces sediment supply, starving the dune field and eventually promoting the takeover of coastal plain sediments. It is therefore suggested that while regression promotes dune growth in most circumstances, beyond a point of critical regression, sediment availability and consequently dune growth are hampered causing a shutdown of aeolian processes within this shallow marine margin environment.

Using these sequences allows for the correlation of flooding events between tide-dominated shallow-marine sediments and dry aeolian successions. This has wider consequences for placing these deposits within a global timescale and provides a hypothesis for allocyclic controls on the depositional environment driven by the well-documented climate changes throughout the Oxfordian. While further work is required to secure an age constraint on these deposits, this study has been able to identify small-scale and large-scale interactions upon an aeolian-marine margin, document changes in dune geometries with proximity to said margin and describe margin changes relative to the sequence stratigraphy of the basin.
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